A silicon-based widely tunable short-wave infrared optical parametric oscillator
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Abstract: We demonstrate a synchronously pumped optical parametric oscillator (OPO) based on parametric gain in a silicon-on-insulator photonic wire. We exploit the highly nonlinear broadband response of the photonic wire to achieve broadband single-pass amplification up to 54 dB. This allows us to construct an OPO that is tunable across a 75 nm-wide band near 2075 nm, when pumped by a picosecond pulse train at 2175 nm. Additionally we demonstrate broadband tuning across 150 nm by varying the pump wavelength and exploiting the higher order dispersion characteristics of the silicon photonic wire.
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1. Introduction

Although the principal drivers for the dense integration of complex optical functions within the silicon photonics platform have been applications in telecom and datacom, a variety of life science applications are also being pursued. This has led to the demonstration of several compact silicon photonic sensing systems for bio-molecule detection [1] and gas sensing [2]. The majority of sensing systems demonstrated to date operate within the telecom wavelength band. However, in many cases, optical sensing systems would benefit from operating in the mid-infrared (2-10 μm) wavelength region. In this wavelength region, the strong and specific absorption lines of many molecules [3], i.e. their “molecular fingerprints,” allow for sensitive and selective spectroscopic analysis of the analyte of interest [4,5].

A tunable silicon light source is a highly important component of a fully integrated silicon photonic integrated circuit platform for these lab-on-chip applications. Development of such a source has been hampered by the indirect bandgap of silicon [6,7], which makes light emission very inefficient. However, the high optical confinement in a silicon photonic wire surrounded by low refractive index materials such as SiO2 and air can lead to strong nonlinear optical effects. Since silicon is a centro-symmetrical crystal, the third order Kerr nonlinear effect and the Raman nonlinearity are dominant. In fact, the strong Raman effect has been used to demonstrate amplification and lasing in silicon in the telecom band [8–10] as well as...
in the short-wave infrared [11] through cascaded Raman amplification. However, because of the inherently limited bandwidth of the Raman gain (105 GHz) [12] in crystalline silicon, it is difficult to make these devices widely tunable. In contrast, the Kerr effect does not have this disadvantage. For example, a number of broadband silicon-based parametric amplifiers have been demonstrated, in crystalline [13–15] and hydrogenated amorphous [16] Si waveguides. In this paper we report a widely tunable light source by exploiting the large Kerr nonlinearity of dispersion-engineered silicon photonic wires, using four-wave mixing (FWM). We demonstrate a pulsed short-wave infrared optical parametric oscillator (OPO) which is continuously tunable over 75 nm in a band around 2075 nm, and over 25 nm in a band around 2275 nm, for a fixed pump wavelength of 2175 nm. By utilizing the silicon waveguide dispersion we succeed in tuning the oscillation wavelength of the OPO over more than 150 nm, by tuning the pump over only 55 nm. This demonstration is an important step towards tunable light sources fully integrated in silicon.

2. Device structure

The core of the OPO consists of a highly nonlinear silicon photonic wire. The photonic wire is fabricated in a CMOS pilot line [17, 18] on a 200 mm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer, consisting of a 220 nm silicon waveguide layer on top of a 2 µm buried oxide layer. Figure 1(a) shows a schematic cross section of the silicon photonic wire. The 2 cm-long air-clad photonic wire has a rectangular cross-section of 900 nm x 220 nm. The photonic wire is terminated by an adiabatic taper at both ends, transitioning to a 3 µm wide waveguide section at the cleaved facets. By using a cut-back technique on a set of 0.07, 1, 2, 4, 7 cm long wires, the propagation loss for the quasi-TE mode is determined to be 1 ± 0.1 dB/cm across the 2100-2400 nm wavelength range. Input/output coupling is accomplished with lensed fibers, resulting in a −7 dB ± 1 dB coupling efficiency at each facet. The high index contrast between the silicon core and its cladding allows the 2 cm-long wire to be coiled into a small spiral occupying only 700x400 µm², as shown in Fig. 1(b).

The high intrinsic Kerr nonlinearity of silicon (χ(3) ~3.9x10^5 pm²/V² at 2200 nm [19]) as well as the high optical confinement obtained in these photonic wires (effective mode area of 0.27 µm²) produces a large real part of the complex effective nonlinear parameter γ. For the quasi-TE mode, γ is approximately (150 + i0.6)/W·m [20] within the 2150-2200 nm wavelength range. The photonic wires are pumped near 2200 nm in order to minimize parasitic two-photon absorption processes in silicon (1.12eV bandgap), resulting in a large nonlinear figure of merit Re{γ}/(4πIm{γ}) ~20. The efficiency of the FWM process is further enhanced by phase matching the optical waves, achieved by engineering the photonic-wire dispersion. The phase-matching condition in a degenerate FWM process is given by [21]

$$\beta_2 \Delta \omega^2 + \frac{1}{12} \beta_4 \Delta \omega^4 + 2\gamma P = 0 \quad (1)$$

Here, Δω is the frequency detuning between pump and signal (and also between pump and idler), β₂ and β₄ are the second- and fourth-order dispersion coefficients respectively, evaluated at the pump frequency (β₄ = \frac{d^4 \beta}{d \omega^4}|_{ω_p}). This relation yields a solution in the vicinity of the pump (i.e., where the fourth-order dispersion term is negligible) when the second-order dispersion is negative (anomalous dispersion), leading to so-called broadband phase matching. Far from the pump, a second solution (termed discrete-band phase matching) can be found provided that the sign of the fourth-order dispersion is opposite to the sign of the second-order dispersion. This discrete band phase matching principle has been used to obtain amplification in photonic crystal fiber [22] and oscillation in highly nonlinear optical fiber [23], while pumping the fiber within the normal dispersion regime. The photonic wire used here permits both broadband and discrete band phase matching, since it has a negative...
second-order dispersion coefficient \( \beta_2 \approx -0.6 \text{ ps}^2/\text{m} \) and a positive fourth-order dispersion coefficient \( \beta_4 \approx 5.1 \times 10^{-4} \text{ ps}^4/\text{nm} \) at 2175 nm for the quasi-TE mode, as experimentally measured in [24].

3. Single-pass parametric fluorescence and gain

In the absence of a probe signal, the high peak-power pump pulses will amplify background noise within the highly nonlinear silicon wire [15]. This process is commonly referred to as modulation instability (MI) and/or parametric fluorescence [25], and can be seen in Fig. 1(c). The black trace illustrates the spectrum of the picosecond pump pulse train (Coherent Mira-OPO, FWHM = 2 ps, repetition rate = 76 MHz, peak power ~24 W, center wavelength of 2160 nm) at the input of the wire, as recorded by a mid-IR spectrum analyzer (Yokogawa AQ6375) at a resolution bandwidth of 1 nm. The red trace is obtained after transmission of the pump through the quasi-TE mode of the 2 cm-long wire. Near the center wavelength of the pump, two side lobes at 2062 nm and 2260 nm (labeled MI (1)) appear in the output spectrum. These side lobes relate to the first set of phase-matching solutions of Eq. (1), nearest to the pump frequency. Further away from the pump, an additional lobe labeled MI (2) appears at 1835 nm. At this wavelength Eq. (1) is also satisfied, leading to a discrete phase matching band. From photon energy conservation considerations, an MI (2) peak is also expected near 2620 nm. However this is beyond the cut-off wavelength of the optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) used. Finally, two additional peaks appear at 1975 nm and 2378 nm, originating from cascaded FWM processes between the pump and the MI (1) sidelobes.

The strong modulation instability sidelobes in Fig. 1(c) mark the spectral regions in which phase matching is achieved, and accordingly label the locations where optical parametric amplification is expected. The magnitude of the on-chip single-pass parametric gain is measured via the amplification experienced by a low power continuous wave (CW) probe.
signal (IPG Photonics Cr\textsuperscript{2+}:ZnSe external cavity tunable laser), as described in [14]. The picosecond pump operating at a wavelength of 2175 nm is coupled into the quasi-TE mode of the wire, with 48 pJ pulses (peak power ~24 W) at the wire input. The pump is combined with the co-polarized low-power probe laser (< 0.1 mW), using a 90%/10% fused fiber coupler. Figure 2 illustrates that the measured single-pass gain can be as large as 54 dB (black squares) for a probe signal tuned to 2275 nm (MI (1) band on the red side of the pump), while the corresponding on-chip conversion efficiency (red circles) has a maximum value of 58 dB at 2083 nm. The single-pass gain within the MI (2) bands could not be directly measured, due to the absence of an appropriate optical probe source at either 1835 nm or 2620 nm.
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Fig. 2. The on-chip single-pass parametric gain and conversion of a low-power CW signal (<0.1 mW) within the 2 cm long silicon photonic wire. A CW probe signal is combined with a high peak power picosecond source (repetition rate = 76 MHz, FWHM = 2 ps), having an on-chip peak power of 24 W (48 pJ pulse energy). The error bars are determined by the +/- 1 dB uncertainty in the input/output coupling efficiency. The round-trip loss of the fiber-based cavity is shown in blue. Due to the absence of appropriate optical sources below 2100 nm, the values between 2000 nm and 2100 nm (dashed blue curve) are a linear extrapolation of the round-trip loss to the value obtained at 1550 nm. The inset table shows the contribution of the fiber loop components to the total round-trip loss at 2150 nm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Loss @ 2150 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chip facets</td>
<td>2x / dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveguide</td>
<td>2 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay line</td>
<td>6 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90/10 splitter</td>
<td>10 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pol. controller</td>
<td>1 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the fiber cavity configuration of the silicon based OPO. The pump pulses are combined with the output of the silicon chip with a 90/10 coupler. A variable delay line within the cavity ensures that the round-trip time of the signal pulses matches the pump repetition period. A polarization controller ensures that the light within the feedback loop is coupled into the TE mode of the waveguide.
4. Optical parametric oscillation

The optical feedback required for the parametric oscillator is achieved using a fiber cavity configuration consisting of ~5.8 m standard single mode fiber (SMF-28), as illustrated in Fig. 3. The output from the amplifying silicon photonic wire is combined with the pump pulses using a 90% (pump) / 10% (signal) fused fiber coupler and directed back to the wire input facet. The feedback loop contains a variable delay line to synchronize the cavity circulating pulses with the input pump pulses. When the cavity round-trip time is an integer multiple of the pulse repetition period (two times in this work), the circulating generated signals will overlap temporally and spatially with the pump pulse train inside the silicon photonic wire. Therefore, the circulating pulses will be synchronously amplified each round-trip, resulting in optical parametric oscillation provided that the gain exceeds the round-trip loss. We note that parametric amplification within the optical fiber cavity is negligible since the nonlinear parameter of SMF-28 fiber is approximately five orders of magnitude smaller than that of the silicon waveguide.

The measured round-trip loss of the cavity, illustrated by the blue curve in Fig. 2, originates from the high fiber-chip insertion losses and the insertion loss of the fiber-optic components within the system. The intracavity round-trip losses at 2150 nm are tabulated in the inset of Fig. 2. The total round-trip loss is found to increase from 32 dB at 2100 nm, to 37 dB at 2200 nm, and to 48 dB at 2300 nm. The large single-pass parametric gain available in the silicon photonic wire can compensate for the high round-trip losses in two spectral bands near 2075 nm and 2275 nm; thus optical parametric oscillation can occur within these bands.

The output spectrum of the silicon-based OPO pumped at 2175 nm is shown in Fig. 4(a). When the OPO is pumped below threshold, i.e. on-chip pump pulse energy < 15 pJ (see Fig. 4(b)), a broadband modulation instability spectrum is generated. At higher pump energies, the single-pass parametric gain overcomes the round-trip loss in the fiber cavity, and oscillation occurs. In Fig. 4(a), the spectrum of the output pulse train centered near 2078 nm becomes apparent above threshold. When the OPO is pumped at 43.1 pJ the 3 dB optimal bandwidth of the output pulse is 7.5 nm. The on-chip output pulse energy, defined as the generated signal pulse energy at the output end of the photonic wire, is plotted as a function of the on-chip pump pulse energy in Fig. 4(b). The parametric oscillation threshold occurs at approximately 15 pJ. The optical pulses reach a peak on-chip pulse energy of 1.52 pJ for an on-chip pump.
pulse energy of 43.1 pJ. The on-chip slope efficiency at threshold is 22.6 ± 4%. In the absence of nonlinear loss, the maximum theoretically expected on-chip slope efficiency, for which all additional pump photons at the input of the wire are converted to signal and idler photons at the output of the wire, is given by

$$\frac{h\omega_s}{2h\omega_p} \exp(-\alpha L) = 33.1\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $\omega_s$ is the signal frequency, $\omega_p$ the pump frequency, $h$ Planck’s constant, $\alpha$ the linear loss of the silicon photonic wire, and $L$ the wire length. The discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental values can be explained in terms of an excess nonlinear loss from residual two-photon absorption at the pump wavelength, as well as from absorption due to the associated free-carriers. The nonlinear loss also makes the OPO round-trip loss pump-power dependent, such that the on-chip output pulse energy is not linearly dependent upon the on-chip input pump pulse energy.

The round-trip time in the fiber cavity depends upon the generated signal wavelength, on account of the dispersion accumulated after propagation through the optical fiber and the silicon photonic wire. The net dispersion contribution of the silicon photonic wire is significantly smaller than that of the fiber feedback loop due to its relatively short length and due to the low dispersion designed into the waveguide. Therefore, by changing the optical path length of the fiber feedback loop, a range of signal wavelengths can be synchronized to temporally and spatially overlap with the pump pulse train, resulting in tunable parametric oscillation. The variable delay line within the fiber cavity can be used to continuously tune the OPO output wavelength, provided that the single-pass-gain exceeds the round-trip loss. As illustrated by the data in Fig. 2, oscillation is expected within two bands near 2075 nm and 2275 nm, respectively. Figure 5 plots the on-chip output pulse energy of the OPO as a function of output wavelength, selected using the variable delay line. The pump wavelength is 2175 nm, and the on-chip pump pulse energy is 48 pJ. The figure illustrates that the OPO can be tuned across a bandwidth of 75 nm near the peak on-chip pulse energy wavelength of 2087 nm. The on-chip pulse energy decreases on either side of this peak due to decreasing single-pass gain. Figure 5 also plots the on-chip output energies obtained for OPO operation in the band near 2275 nm. However, the maximum on-chip output power within this wavelength range is approximately 10x lower than that near 2087 nm, on account of the larger round-trip losses shown in Fig. 2. The inset of Fig. 5 shows several output spectra obtained while tuning the OPO across the band near 2075 nm.
Fig. 5. On-chip output energy of the generated pulses as a function of oscillation wavelength, for an on-chip pump pulse energy of 48 pJ at 2175 nm. The synchronized output wavelength is tuned using the variable delay line within the fiber cavity. The larger round-trip loss in the cavity leads to lower output at longer wavelengths near 2275 nm. The error bars are determined by the ±1 dB uncertainty in the input/output coupling efficiency. The inset plots output spectra obtained for three different settings of the delay line, demonstrating tunable oscillation at three different wavelengths. In comparison with the green trace, the power scale of the blue trace has been magnified by a factor of two, and the scale of the red trace by a factor of 10.

As mentioned above, Eq. (1) has another set of solutions far from the pump wavelength, i.e. those from discrete phase matching. As an example, Fig. 1(c) illustrates that for pump pulses centered at a wavelength of 2160 nm, an additional modulation instability peak near 1835 nm (MI(2)) is visible. When the pump is centered at 2180 nm, this discrete band shifts to 1857 nm, where phase matching (and thus amplification) is obtained. Oscillation in this band is obtained by changing the cavity round-trip time to be synchronous for pulses generated at 1857 nm. The output spectrum of the OPO operating in this mode is illustrated by the black trace in Fig. 6. This discrete band phase matching not only increases the operational bandwidth of the OPO, but it also provides an alternative method of tuning the output wavelength over a broad wavelength range. The frequency detuning $\Delta \omega$ far from the pump, where Eq. (1) is satisfied, depends strongly upon the value of the fourth-order dispersion coefficient $\beta_4$, which is itself wavelength-dependent. By shifting the pump wavelength, both $\Delta \omega$ and $\beta_4$ are varied, and the wavelength for which discrete band phase matching occurs is tuned. A set of output spectra taken with different pump wavelengths is shown in Fig. 6. Continuous tuning across 150 nm (12.4 THz) from 1857 nm to 2099 nm is obtained by tuning the pump wavelength by only 55 nm (3.38 THz), from 2180 nm to 2235 nm. Optimizing the geometry of the photonic wire to obtain normal dispersion with negative fourth-order dispersion can ultimately lead to even more broadband tuning, with a smaller change in the pump wavelength [26]. Moreover, for the same pump tuning range, the four-wave mixing process simultaneously generates an idler at wavelengths from 2634 nm to 2507 nm. However, the idler lies outside the range of the optical spectrum analyzer used in the experiment and could therefore not be observed.
As shown in Fig. 7, the threshold on-chip pump-pulse energy is 16.4 pJ for a pump at 2235 nm generating a signal at 1995 nm. The slope efficiency at threshold is 41 ± 8%, while a value of 35.3% is theoretically expected from Eq. (2). Although these values agree within error, the discrepancy in the mean slope efficiency can be seen to originate from the experimental uncertainty in the wire input/output coupling, which impacts estimation of the on-chip pulse energies. In Fig. 7, the on-chip output pulse energy is linearly dependent upon the on-chip input-pulse energy. From these findings we can conclude that the nonlinear absorption is negligible when the OPO is pumped at 2235 nm, at least within the range of on-chip pump pulse energies accessible experimentally.
5. Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated a widely tunable optical parametric oscillator based upon four-wave mixing in a silicon photonic wire. High single-pass broadband optical parametric gain (up to 54 dB) is achieved in a 2 cm long silicon photonic wire when it is pumped with on-chip pump pulses of 48 pJ at 2175 nm. Enclosing the chip within a fiber loop cavity, the high optical gain exceeds the round-trip losses, leading to a synchronously pumped silicon-based OPO. By varying the round-trip time within the fiber cavity, the OPO center wavelength can be tuned across a 75 nm bandwidth near 2075 nm. Furthermore, by taking advantage of the wavelength-dependent higher-order dispersion of the silicon photonic wire, the output wavelength of the OPO can also be tuned from 1857 nm to 2009 nm, by changing the pump wavelength over only 55 nm from 2180 nm to 2235 nm.

This silicon-based OPO represents an important step towards a widely tunable monolithically integrated silicon source. Improved performance can be achieved by increasing the input/output coupling efficiency to the chip using inverted taper structures [27], and by incorporating custom-designed silicon photonic wavelength (de)multiplexing structures for combining/splitting the pump and signal beams with low loss [28]. Further improvement can be obtained by integrating the feedback loop on-chip, for example by using low-loss silicon nitride waveguides [29]. The thermo-optic effect can then be used on-chip to tune the round-trip time and thus the signal wavelength. Such developments could ultimately result in the miniaturization of large bench-top optical parametric oscillators into highly efficient chip-scale light sources. A promising alternative approach is to make use of integrated high-quality ring resonators pumped with continuous-wave lasers, to enable construction of all-silicon optical frequency comb generators through cascaded four-wave mixing [30–33]. Another application of such ring resonators could be the generation of ultra-low-noise mode-locked lasers by means of filter driven four-wave mixing [34].
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